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SENATE BITES BACK AT BLIGHT
The Senate OK’d a bipartisan package upping the penalties for
blight violations.
“There are cases where people buy buildings in Detroit and other cities and let them rot,” said Sen. Rick Jones (R-Grand Ledge). “We
need to put teeth into blight laws so that slumlords respond to blight
infractions.
SB 0035, SB 0036, SB 0037, SB 0038 and SB 0039 increase penalties for unpaid blight violations and provide local governments tools
to better control urban blight.
“Neighborhood blight is not just a superficial problem that affects
how our communities look,” said Sen. Tupac Hunter (D-Detroit). “It
is an economic problem that affects our property values and our ability to attract new businesses and residents, and it is a public safety
problem as these homes can pose a physical danger for local kids as
well as house squatters and criminal enterprises. My bill will empower cities to better combat blight in our local communities.”
Under the measure, a first violation is a civil infraction and a fine of
$500. A second violation is a misdemeanor, possible imprisonment
for not more than 93 days and a fine of $500. A third and all subsequent violations will result in a misdemeanor, imprisonment up to a
year and a fine of $500.
Those who have unpaid fines due to blight violations will be prohibited from applying for new permits. Local governments can garnish
the wages of individuals with unpaid blight fines or place a lien on
their properties.
“I would like to thank my Senate colleagues for supporting this
measure,” Jones said. “I would specifically like to thank Sen. Virgil
Smith (D-Detroit) for all of his work and for his perspective on how
this issue affects Detroit.”
Source: Michigan Information & Research Services
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How to Spot a Fake 27 Tips to Prevent Rental Application Fraud
by Brent Sobol

Rental application forgery is an all-too-common-but often unpublicized-problem in the multifamily housing
industry. At a recent Apartment Managers Crime Prevention workshop, property managers and members of
the Atlanta Police Department Major Frauds department compiled a list of tips and techniques to detect and
hopefully prevent rental application fraud. Here are
some ways to help you spot a fake.
PHOTO ID
1. Make sure the person on the ID is the person seated
in the leasing office and not simply someone who has
similar physical characteristics, such as a sibling.
2. Does the address on their photo ID match the address
they claim to be living at presently? If not, why?
3. Always look at their original photo ID. Never take a
photocopy or a fax of their ID because it can be easily
doctored and could be more difficult to detect a fake.
It is easier to discover a fake ID if the actual ID is what
is being examined. If in doubt, check it against your
own ID—perhaps in private while in another room.
APPLICATION
4. Who is waiting outside in the car for the applicant?
Why don’t they want to come into the office with
them?
5. If multiple people are applying for one apartment,
but they visit the leasing office as a group, invite all of
them to the office at once beforehand for a “meet the
property manager” meeting. If this can’t be arranged
or they are unwilling, maybe that’s a red flag.
6. Do applicants use a “cheat sheet” to help them while
completing the application? Or are they on the
phone with someone asking, “What should I put
down for this question?” That’s another red flag.
7. After it’s been submitted, give applicants a quick
“pop quiz” about the information they wrote on their
application—particularly if the information was filled
in ahead of time. For example, “Would you mind
confirming your Social Security number and date of
birth for me please?” Credit card companies do this
with applicants all the time over the phone.
8. Charge an application fee. Require that they make
some payment. Having no application fee encourages
those with forged documents to apply because they
figure that they (literally) have less to lose. If an application fee special is offered, it is a better approach to
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require some fee at the time of application. Explain
that the fee can be waived upon approval by applying
that payment toward the move-in money, such as a
security deposit.
INCOME/PAY STUBS
9. Most businesses and government subsidies require
direct deposit of pay and benefits, particularly Social
Security income. All federal agencies that provide
benefits will be required to use electronic deposit by
2014. Ask applicants to print their bank statements
while in the leasing office to confirm the regularity of
direct deposits that are coming into their account.
10. Do the paystubs look like off-the-shelf templates from
an office supply store? “Someone turned in a fake
paystub with the company address listed as: 123 Example Lane, Example, GA, and her social Security
number was 123-45-6789,” says Melissa White Kilpatrick, an Atlanta Senior Community Manager with
Riverstone Residential. “Obviously, this was a template.”
11. Consider having applicants print their pay stubs (or
Social Security benefits) directly from their company’s
Internet employment portal in front of a leasing
agent. However, keep in mind that not all qualifying
income will come from a verifiable source.
12. Check the math. “We have caught many fake pay
stubs because year-to-date information such as withholding of taxes didn’t match from period to period,
etc.,” Kilpatrick says.
13. Look at the paystub and/or paycheck number increment. “Mom and Pop” businesses’ check sequencing
should not increase by 500 check numbers in just two
weeks.
14. Are there typos and misspellings on the check stubs?
Look for lines that don’t match up or weird shadowsusually from applicants taping a piece of paper with
their name/address over someone else’s document
and then photocopying it. For example, Kilpatrick
got an applicant from Veterans Administration. The
son typed his name and taped it over his father’s
name to receive his father’s benefits statement (the
benefit amount was really high and the applicant was
only 20—it just didn’t make sense.) A weird shadow
could be easily detected near the son’s name and the
font was different.
One of Kilpatrick’s residents even provided falsified
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Brent Sobol

military orders to break his lease without penalty. “You
could clearly see where his name, address and personal information were taped over the correct information,” she says.
“The font was much larger than the rest of the document
and it didn’t help that he didn’t list the military as his employer on his rental application.”
TAX FORMS/EMPLOYER
15. Are the applicants’ tax returns signed? If not, ask them
to do so. If the tax return was prepared by someone
else, call their number to verify the return-usually the
preparer’s number is listed on the tax return. What
address of residence is used on the tax return-does it
match their application? Why not?
16. Applicants who claim to be employed should have W-2
IRS forms. If they don’t know what a W-2 form is,
that’s a red flag. Not everyone has W-2 forms, but if
they claim to work for Coca-Cola, for example, they
should have them. If they claim to be a contractor, ask
for their annual 1099 IRS forms.
17. Ask for a faxed rental and income verification directly
from their property manager or employer. If the incoming fax header says “Weekly Inn and Suites,” be suspicious. They might have just been put out and have nowhere else to stay. Does the handwriting on the verification appear similar to what is on their application?
18. Check the name and address of the company they work
for through a quick Google search. Check the Secretary
of State’s website to see if the business entity actually
exists. Note, however, that not all companies are required to register with the Secretary of State.
19. Google any phone number that is claimed as a business.
Usually, if the business is larger than a mom-and-pop
business, it will show up via a Google search because
that business wants its phone number publically available. Mobile phone numbers usually don’t show up as
businesses when searched.
20. Use Google Earth to actually view the structure they
claim is their employer and the home or apartment in
which they claim to be living. For example, Kilpatrick
had a hairdresser apply-a profession in which income is
hard to prove because they are often paid in cash-and
when she Googled the address, it was a defunct church
on a lot with a large “for sale” sign out front.
PRIOR RESIDENCE/CREDIT
21. Ask them if they are on the lease now at the place that
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22.

23.
24.
25.

they claim to reside. If not, why?
If applicants hand in documents such as a cancellation of
prior landlord debt, pension benefits or criminal expungement paperwork, call the document issuer to verify
its authenticity.
If you have access to an evictions or writs of possession
listing service, such as PDQ, use it.
If no phone number is listed on documents that should
have a phone number, that’s a red flag.
Is their credit report blank? Does it show all zeros or
“none”? There is a technique called “freezing” or
“locking” one’s credit report that can hide credit-related
information and make it appear there is no credit history
for the applicant to some screening-report providers.
The screening company might not able to detect if the
applicant’s credit profiles are frozen or locked.

FINAL STEPS
26. Forgery can be subtle and difficult to spot. If there is
doubt about the validity of a document or applicant’s
story, ask a team member or supervisor to get involved by
providing a second set of eyes and ears. What one person misses, another might detect.
27. If you are absolutely confident that the document has
been forged, consider calling 911 to report it. In many
states, presenting a forged document with the intent to
deceive is a felony and the applicant can be arrested.

LLC BILL TO BE INTRODUCED
Rep. Lisa Lyons will introduce a bill in the Michigan House
to enable rental property owners owning property under an
LLC to do their own tenant evictions. The new law would
only allow single-member LLC’s and two-member LLC’s
made up of a husband and wife to file cases that do not exceed the small claims limit ($5,000). After many years of
wrangling for a workable solution with the Michigan Bar,
Lyons and the Rental Property Owners Association of Michigan believe that this bill provides a reasonable solution to a
costly and unnecessary ruling by many judges that LLC’s
cannot be represented by one of their members for simple
eviction cases.
From Michigan News/Michigan Landlord
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Criminal actions of others subject landlords to civil and criminal liability
One of the cases highlighted in this bulletin (Landlord Tenant Law
Bulletin, Vol. 34, Issue 3) involved the sexual assault by the brother of
a tenant on a woman on property adjacent to that owned by the landlord. One of the news stories in this bulletin involved efforts by a
landlord to prohibit the use of marijuana in an apartment complex in
a state where medical marijuana use is legally permitted, although
federally prohibited. Both of these examples, once again, highlight the
risks landlords face in relation to criminal actions by others.
Pursuant to statutes, ordinances, building codes, court decisions, and
possibly the lease language itself, both residential and commercial
landlords have certain legal duties to protect their tenants’ from illegal
activities. If a landlord breaches such duties, he or she may face both
civil and criminal liability for injuries associated with that breach.
Landlord liability for the criminal acts of others on the rental premises. Landlords may be liable to tenants and their invitees who are
injured on the rental premises by the criminal acts of others if: (1) (a)
the landlord breaches his or her duty to take minimal precautions to
protect his or her tenants and their invitees from foreseeable harm, or
(1) (b) the landlord breaches a duty to protect tenants and/or tenant
invitees from criminal acts, which explicitly arises under building
codes, ordinances, statutes, court decisions, or the lease; and (2) the
landlord’s negligent conduct in breaching that duty was the proximate
cause of the tenant’s injury.
Landlord civil liability for the criminal acts of others may include:
damages related to both physical and quantifiable psychological injuries to tenants. Examples of quantifiable psychological injuries include: the inability to work or a “loss of enjoyment of life” related to
sexual assaults or post-traumatic stress disorders.
Landlord liability for criminal actions on property not owned by
landlord. The related case highlighted in this bulletin saw a landlord
being sued for criminal activity by the tenant’s invitee on property not
owned by the landlord. While landlord duty and liability vary by jurisdiction, generally, a landlord’s duty (and therefore liability) if he/she
engages in actions intending to provide security to tenants on adjacent
property. Although it is not discussed in the related case in this bulletin, landlords may, in some jurisdictions, face liability for injuries to a
neighbor caused by the criminal acts of tenants when there are allegations that the rental property is a public nuisance that threatens the
public safety and morals (such as where there are drug dealers on the
rental premises).
Landlord liability for illegal drug activity. In some jurisdictions, a
landlord may face liability for illegal drug activity if such activity was
“foreseeable.” A landlord has a duty to exercise “ordinary care” or take
“reasonable” measures to protect tenants from foreseeable harm. Such
a duty usually requires the landlord to take measures within his or her
control that are relative to the threat level. Accordingly, a landlord
could be liable for harm related to illegal drug activity-such as gunrelated violence or chemical exposure such as with a methamphetamine lab-if the landlord knew or should have known that illegal drug
activity was imminent based on case-specific circumstances and failed
to take measures to prevent it.
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Statutorily-imposed duties. In addition to this general duty to exercise
ordinary care to protect tenants from foreseeable harm, a landlord may
have a statutorily-imposed duty. Some jurisdictions (such as Ohio) require a landlord to evict tenants when the landlord has information from
a law enforcement officer, based on a legal search, that the tenant, tenant’s guests, or a member of the tenant’s household is involved in drug
activity in connection with the premises.
A United States Supreme Court decision found that local public housing
agencies could, under the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 (42 U.S.C.A. §
1437 d(I)6)), evict tenants for drug-related activity of non-tenant relatives
or guests regardless of whether the tenant knew, or should have known,
about the activity. (Department of Housing and Urban Development v. Rucker.
535 U.S. 125, 122 S. Ct. 1230, 152 L. Ed. 2d 258 (2002).).
In other jurisdictions, a landlord may also be required by law to file a
police report regarding illegal drug activity.
Criminal liability. Further, a landlord could face criminal liability under various federal, state, or municipal laws if he or she “knowingly allowed” illegal drug activities on the rental property. Under such circumstances, a landlord could face: fines; other criminal penalties; or, in
extreme cases, risk having the property confiscated by the government.
Other liability. Criminal activity on a rental property also may result in
property damage, decreased property values, and difficulty filling vacancies.
Landlord liability for marijuana use/cultivation/distribution by tenants. With an increasing number of states legalizing medical marijuana,
and a few even legalizing its recreational use, landlords face a confusing
dilemma-how to support and comply with state laws without violating
federal laws that continue to criminalize the use, cultivation, and distribution of marijuana. This is somewhat unchartered territory that is just
being explored. As for liability, federal law does supersede state law, and,
although not often enforced, federal law provides for civil forfeiture of
property being used to further a federal crime.
Landlord options for limiting liability from the criminal acts of others.
There are many actions that landlords can take to protect themselves
from liability related to the criminal activities of others:









Assess the crime in the area surrounding the rental property and
take preventative measures to protect tenants from such crime
Ensure the rental property meets or exceeds all state and local building
codes such as those related to door and window locks and lighting.
Inspect the rental property regularly to ensure all security measures are
maintained.
Include a lease provision that allows the landlord to enact any security
measures necessary to protect the building.
Immediately respond to tenant concerns and complaints about suspicious
activity, including strange odors or a high amount of traffic.
Screen the civil and criminal backgrounds of new tenant applicants before
entering into a lease.
Include an explicit clause in the lease that prohibits drug dealing and
other illegal drug activity by the tenant and expressly allows for evictions for such criminal activities.
Engage the help of security experts. The federal Bureau of Justice Assistance developed a “Landlord Training Program” to help keep illegal
activity out of rental property. Many local jurisdictions have adopted elements of this program. In these jurisdictions, the program has

Liability to neighbors. As noted above, a landlord may be liable to a
neighboring resident who is injured or otherwise impacted by the
illegal drug activity of a tenant on the grounds that the rental property
constitutes a public nuisance that threatens the public safety and morals.
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You Can Avoid Lawsuits with Good Tenant
Relationships by Hub International

Criminal actions ...conclusion



adopted various names, such as: Crime Free Multi-Housing Program” and “Resident Shield,” among others. Under such programs, landlords are taught: how to prevent illegal activity on rental property through environmental design; how to screen applicants; how to word rental agreements so as to empower landlords
to evict tenants involved in drug and other illegal activity; how to
manage property in a way that discourages illegal behavior; how to
strengthen the sense of community in multifamily housing or educate residents in small-unit housing about neighborhood watch
programs; warning signs of drug activity; crisis resolution where
illegal activity is apparent; and what to expect when working with
the police.
As allowed by law, restrict tenant’s rights to invite guests onto the property. Usually state statutory law governs tenants’ rights to invite
guests and limits restrictions landlord may attempt to put on those
rights. Even in the absence of such a statute, landlords who place
such restrictions on tenants may be found to have breached the
covenant of quiet enjoyment or even the tenants’ constitutional
right to free association. Still, that does not mean that landlords
are without some say as to persons on the leased premises.

Laws typically recognized landlords’ legitimate interests in restricting the
number of guests and length of time guests may stay and ensuring guests
do not create nuisances. In other words, landlords can place limits on
the “reasonable use” of the property. As long as the limitations are
“reasonable” and “universally applied,” they are likely to be permissible
Under building codes that limit total occupancy rates and lease terms
that limit the number of residents, landlords may be able to limit: the
period of time that a tenant’s overnight guest stays at the rental unit; and
the number of guests allowed in a tenants unit at any given time.

Investing the time and money required to maintain and cultivate a positive working relationship with your tenants can be the difference between amicably discussing and settling differences and a costly lawsuit.
Working on the relationship also creates value by maximizing tenant
cooperation with timely rent payments, property upkeep and longer
lease terms.
SCREENING POTENTIAL TENANTS
Conducting a background check [with RPOA] on prospective tenants is
a wise way to ensure a mutually successful experience for you and the
applicant, and it is an effective risk management tool. Background
checks do present some costs, but the risk of not performing the screening on tenants could have more serious financial consequences, resulting
in lost income, property damage and litigation costs. Elements of a
thorough background check include:



Criminal history



Credit [and eviction] check



Previous landlord verification



Employment verification

TAKE CARE OF YOUR PROPERTY
Taking measures to properly maintain the premises sends a powerful
message to tenants. It proves that you take your role as building manager seriously and encourages them to take pride in the condition of their
rented space. Better, it could bolster relationships and lessen the probability that they take legal action in the event of an incident or dispute.
Take these measures to be prepared for maintenance issues:



Landlords have even more control over common areas, and enjoy the
authority to prohibit “lingering” or “loitering” in common areas. Also,
landlords have the right to keep off of the rental property anyone who is
not specifically invited there by a tenant.

Establish a procedure for dealing with maintenance requests that
guarantees prompt service to tenant requests and maintenance
issues.



Create, clearly communicate and promptly enforce policies regarding shared spaces, such as nonsmoking policies.



SECURITY MEASURES



As allowed by law, evict problem tenants who engage in illegal activity.
Many states and municipalities have nuisance laws that specifically
allow for evictions for criminal activities. Still, note that landlords
must proceed with caution when considering eviction of a tenant
(or denying an application) who claim to be the victim of domestic
violence, dating violence, or stalking. Such a tenant in public housing or in the Section 8 program may be protected from eviction by
the Federal Violence Against Women and Department of Justice
Reauthorization Act of 2005 (VAWA), as well as some state laws.
Eviction of a tenant, or denial of an applicant, who is a victim of
domestic violence (even if not involved in the Section 8 program)
may violate fair housing laws that prohibit sex discrimination.
Some states have enacted statutes that explicitly prohibit housing
discrimination by landlords against victims of domestic violence,
while others have laws that protect the tenancy rights of victims of
domestic violence. Many states also provide victims of domestic
violence with a defense against evictions.
Consider purchasing crime insurance that will cover losses due to
victimization by criminals, and ensure your landlord insurance
policy adequately protects you from potential financial liability.

States and municipalities have differing legislation regarding the duties
of building owners and managers. Although you may not be expected to
guarantee the safety of tenants, visitors and guests, you must exercise
reasonable care to protect them from foreseeable events. What’s more is
that security measures make tenants feel safe, benefitting your relationship with them and lowering the likelihood of a lawsuit. They can also
potentially lower your insurance premiums.
FOCUS ON CUSTOMER SERVICE
Taking extra steps to make tenants feel welcome helps to create a cooperative relationship that is unlikely to end in legal litigation. Small gestures like the following can dramatically improve the relationship you
have with tenants.



Prompt, polite responses to requests



Support during moves



Clearly outlined policies and swift enforcement for all tenants

TRANSFERRING RISK
Even with a positive landlord-tenant relationship, there are potential
exposures that must be addressed with well-designed property and liability insurance policies.
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EPA TAKES ACTION AGAINST VIOLATORS OF THE
LEAD RENOVATION, REPAIR AND PAINTING RULE

from

MICHIGAN NEWS

The RRP rule protects homeowners and tenants from dangerous lead dust that can be left behind after common renovation, repair, and painting work. It requires that contractors and
subcontractors be properly trained and certified, and use leadsafe work practices to ensure that lead dust is minimized. Lead
exposure can cause a range of health effects, from behavioral
problems and learning disabilities to seizures and death, putting
young children at the greatest risk because their nervous systems are still developing.
“Using lead-safe work practices is good business and it’s
the law,” said Cynthia Giles, assistant administrator for EPA’s
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance. “EPA is
taking action to enforce lead rules to protect people from exposure to lead and to ensure a level playing field for contractors
that follow the rules.”
The enforcement actions address serious violations of the
RRP rule, including fourteen actions where the contractor failed
to obtain certification prior to performing or offering to perform
renovation activities on pre-1978 homes, where lead is more
likely to be present. Other alleged violations included failure to
follow the lead-safe work practices, which are critical to reducing exposure to lead-based paint hazards.
The 17 enforcement actions listed below include 14 administrative settlements assessing civil penalties of up to
$23,000. These settlements also required the contractors to
certify that they had come into compliance with the requirements of the RRP rule. Additionally, EPA filed three administrative complaints seeking civil penalties of up to the statutory
maximum of $37,500 per violations. As required by the Toxic
Substances Control Act, a company or individual’s ability to
pay a penalty is evaluated and penalties are adjusted accordingly.
ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS:
Groeller Painting, Inc. of St. Louis, Missouri.
Albracht Permasiding and Window, Co. of Omaha, Nebraska.
Midwest College Painters, LLC of Bloomfield Hills, Michigan.

ARK Property Investments, LLC of Richmond, Indiana.
Henderson & Associates Services of Largo, Florida.
Home Resources Management, LLC of Columbia, Tennessee

Camaj Interiors & Exteriors of Jacksonville, Florida.
Cherokee Home Improvements, LLC of Church Creek,
Maryland.
Window World of Harford Located in Belair, Maryland.
EA Construction and General Contracting of West Chester,
Pennsylvania.
Accolade Construction Group, Inc. of New York, New York
Roman Builders of Morton, Pennsylvania
PZ Painting of Springfield, New Jersey.
Creative Renovations of Brooklyn, New York.
Reeson Construction of Webster, New Hampshire.
New Hampshire Plate Glass Corporation of Portsmouth,
New Hampshire
CM Rogers Handyman of Manchester, New Hampshire.
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The Resident Who Ran Out of Checks
by. Dan Arnold

If you thought that the broken-down-car excuse was a good one,
you haven’t heard anything yet. The level of creativity desperate
residents can achieve is only limited by the gullibility of the landlord (and I was pretty gullible sometimes). When it comes right
down to it, you have to be prepared to deal with bad residents.
I’ve heard many landlords who respond to that by saying how
much time and effort they put into screening their applicants and
as a result they don’t rent to bad residents. That is commendable
and certainly the correct approach to take, but it won’t guarantee
you that a good resident won’t “turn” bad over time.
I had rented a three-bedroom apartment to a nice husband and
wife with three kids. They seemed like the all-American family.
Tom the husband, worked as a delivery driver and Carolyn, the
wife, worked nights at a furniture store. They basically lived
paycheck to paycheck and just wanted a nice home to raise their
three kids in. They were great residents for years and then they
started to fall behind in the rent. Evidently, one of them had their
work hours cut back and as a result the bills started to pile up.
Because of their previous good track record, I tried to work with
them the best I could. Eventually the rent went from coming in
short a few dollars to not coming in at all. Instead of being a few
days behind, now they were a month behind.
For a while, I actually believed many of the excuses, but then the
excuses started to multiply and even get a little outlandish. Soon
it was evident that “I mailed you a check last week” was just a
blatant lie to buy more time. I don’t know if Thomas Jefferson
was a landlord, but he surely understood human nature when he
stated a famous quote about it.
Jefferson stated, “He who permits himself to tell a lie once, finds
it much easier to do it a second and a third time ‘till at length it
becomes habitual.” My residents had certainly changed from the
honest people they were when they first moved in. The final
straw was when Tom assured me that they had the rent money in
their bank account, but they couldn’t pay me because they had
“run out of checks”. Before I could even open my mouth to comment on how ludicrous that excuse was, Tom blurted out, “And
we went down to the bank and spoke with the bank manager
about getting our money out, but the bank manager insisted that
we can’t access any of our money until more checks arrive and
that will take about two weeks”. I didn’t know whether to laugh
at how stupid that sounded or yell because I obviously wasn’t
going to get my rent. Instead, I just said, “Okay,” and then drove
to the courthouse to file the eviction papers.
When the eviction was finally complete and they were thrown out
of the apartment by the constable, they disappeared so fast they
didn’t even bother to take their cat or their young son’s hamster-I
had to find homes for both. Can you imaging leaving your children’s pets behind!
Lesson learned: Even good people will lie when backed into a
corner over providing shelter for their family. Treat everyone the
same and just have a standard policy for how and when you’ll file
for eviction. As Donald Trump says, “It isn’t personal, it’s just
business.” Keep it business-like and follow your policy consistently with every resident.
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6 COMMON LANDLORD MISTAKES WHEN
HANDLING REPAIRS BY FAST FORWARD PROPERTY MGMT.

Tax Benefits of Residential Rental Property
by Lawyers.com

Contractors can charge whatever they choose for any job. Therefore,
to ensure a fair price, it is always advisable to get multiple bids for a project, rather than settling for the first one. To get the best value with contractors, it is best to agree on a set rate ahead of time and agree to pay at
cost for the materials.

The federal government and some states offer tax breaks to
both landlords and tenants of residential property. Some of
these breaks take the form of tax deductions. Others take
the form of tax credits. As a landlord, you can also benefit
from lower tax rates if you sell rental property at a profit.

2.

Landlords Are Entitled to Tax Deductions

1.

Overpaying contractors

Trying to save money by hiring unskilled workers

On the other hand, trying to save money by using unskilled workers
can backfire. Genaro Mendoza of Fast Forward Property Management
explains that, “If you pay someone $15 an hour for a job that takes that
person 10 hours to complete, that job cost you $150.
If you pay an expert $50 an hour to do the same job, but it only takes
him or her 2 hours to complete it, you only spend $100 on work that is
most likely of a higher caliber and therefore less likely to require repairs in
the near future (which would cost you even more money).”
The bottom line comes down to value. A higher hourly rate doesn’t
always equal a higher final bill. Keep in mind, however, that additional
liability can be incurred on housing built prior to 1978 from improperly
handling lead-containing materials. Workers therefore must be certified
by the state.
3.

Personally performing time-consuming repairs to save money

Landlords with the proper skills can save a significant amount of
money on labor by doing construction and maintenance work themselves.
In order to save enough money to make this worthwhile, however, the job
must be completed quickly. Many owners brag about how much money
they saved in preparing a vacant home for rental, but not all of them do it
swiftly, in which case the money saved in labor expenses would have been
negated by the weeks of rent lost due to the vacancy.
“If you save $900 by doing the work yourself, but lose $1,400 in rent
by not filling the vacancy promptly, you have actually lost income,” said
Mendoza. Most professionals can paint a home and replace the flooring
within a day or two, and then the home can be rented.
4.

Allowing residents to do the repairs themselves

While it is common practice to give a resident some money off their
rent for making a repair, it exposes landlords to great risk. If someone
falls from a ladder or gets injured while hired to do work, and the landlord
does not have worker’s compensation insurance for them, then the landlord could be held personally responsible for paying their medical bills
and loss of income.
5.

Not inspecting properties regularly

“We regularly hear stories of owners who have, after a long-term
resident moved out, found extensive damage to a rental that could have
been easily prevented,” says Mendoza. “It is essential to inspect rental
homes (even the currently occupied ones) regularly so that repairs can be
done before further damage is done to your building.”
6.

Deferring maintenance

Maintenance is a significant expense for most property owners. Some
landlords have an, “If it’s not broken, why fix it?” mentality, but deferred
maintenance will cost more in the long run, as well as lower property
value. Additionally, rent in buildings that have areas in obvious need of
improvement tends to be lower, and many residents will move if their
current landlord will not fix things or keep their rental homes up to date.
Few things frustrate residents more than landlords that do not respond
quickly to service requests. Neglecting maintenance to save money now
will cost more in the future.
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A “tax deduction” is an amount that you subtract from your
income, lowering the amount of income that can be taxed.
As a landlord, you can deduct the interest you pay on a
mortgage, for example, as long as the mortgage loan was
used to buy the property.
Landlords can also deduct local property taxes, insurance
premiums, repair costs, and mortgage points paid at closing. If your property is damaged by a natural cause, such
as an earthquake, you can deduct the amount of the damage.
Improvements to Leased Property Have Tax Consequences
As a landlord, you can deduct the costs of repairs and depreciate the costs of improvements to your rental property.
Something is considered a repair if it keeps your property
in good working condition but doesn’t add to its value. For
example, fixing a leaky faucet is a repair but adding a second bedroom is an improvement.
Tenants in Some States Are Eligible for Tax Credits
A tax credit, unlike a tax deduction, is subtracted directly
from the amount of tax that you owe. Some states offer a
“renter’s credit.” California and Minnesota, for example,
allow you to claim a renter’s credit if your total income is
lower than a certain amount. In Maryland, the amount of
the credit is based on how much rent you pay compared
with your income.
Landlords Can Benefit From Lower Tax Rates
If you built rental residences on land you own, you may
increase the value of that property. In addition, the value of
the land itself may increase over the years. If you sell this
real estate at a profit, the amount of your profit is taxed as
“capital gains.” Although the capital gains tax rate changes
frequently, it is typically lower than income tax rates.
A Tax Lawyer Can Help
The law surrounding the tax benefits of residential rental
property is complicated. Plus, the facts of each case are
unique. This article provides a brief, general introduction
to the topic. For more detailed, specific information, please
contact a tax lawyer.
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PROTECT YOUR ASSETS
FRONTLINE ASSET PROTECTION AGAINST
LAWSUITS
When most small to medium real estate investors contemplate
protecting their assets against lawsuits, they tend to think entities (such as corporations and limited liability companies). Entities are certainly important tools for asset protection and tax
planning purposes. They are also quite “good-looking” and
make for fun party talk, not to mention easy sales pitches for
“gurus”. Unfortunately, many landlords tend to focus on entities to the point of neglecting other forms of asset protection.
Such a narrow focus is likely counterproductive and may well
increase liability. As such, I thought I’d make a few points that
the asset protection gurus often fail to mention:
1) Entities Are the Last Line of Defense: An entity comes
into play once a plaintiff/creditor attempts to collect on a judgment. Specifically, the entity can limit the persons from whom
a creditor may collect (e.g., the creditor can go after the assets
of the entity, but not those of its owners).
To get to this point, several things must occur:



The plaintiff sues for a significant sum of money;



The suit is not dismissed and plaintiff follows through in
court;



The defendant and plaintiff fail to settle the lawsuit (a huge
portion of lawsuits are settled out of court);



The plaintiff wins the lawsuit;



The defendant’s insurance does not cover the judgment
arising from the lawsuit.

In short, the entity’s liability shield comes into play once everything else has gone wrong. Having an entity as a back-up certainly makes sense, but doesn’t it make at least as much sense
to not get to the point of desperation to begin with? Read on to
learn how to minimize the chances of having to use that entity.
2) Know what gets real estate investors sued and how to
prepare: The top thr ee items that get small-to-medium real
estate investors in hot water are:



Contract Disputes;



Negligence; and



Deceptive & Unfair Business Practices.

Contract Disputes: All too many lawsuits arise from contracts
that were poorly drafted or never drafted. Contracts are THE
primary tool of an investor’s trade. I never fail to be amazed at
how many deals are conducted based on poor or no contracts.
Some hints with regard to drafting contracts: Free contracts are
worth what you paid for them.
Good contracts are the result of careful drafting, long experience, (even if someone else's) and review by a qualified attorPage 8
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ney. Using contracts straight out of a course or off of the Internet without careful modification is like bringing a knife to a gunfight. If you are too cheap to have an experienced lawyer work
on your contracts, you do not belong in the real estate game.
Contracts with residents, sellers, and buyers should be tilted in
your favor, but not be grossly unfair. Contracts that are too onesided will turn a court or jury against you, at a minimum. Never
underestimate the role that perceptions play when dealing with
other humans. If a court or jury thinks you are a jerk, no good
will come of it. Such perceptions are very often much more
important than the law itself. Also, if a contract is too one-sided,
a court can explicitly refuse to enforce it as “unconscionable” or
“shocking to the conscience of the court”. By all means, tilt a
contract to your advantage-but avoid grossly unfair terms.
Contracts should be understandable and reasonably simple. If
one party can argue that they did not understand a contract and a
court agrees, the court can set aside or amend the contract. The
more convoluted a contract or the less sophisticated the parties,
the more likely that a court will set aside or amend it. Simple
(yet thorough), easy-to-read contracts are much more likely to be
enforced. Before complicating a deal, be sure that the benefits
justify the burdens.
Negligence-Question If a resident trips and falls in a rental
home, is the landlord liable?
Answer: It depends. The legal theory of negligence determines
whether the resident can successfully sue the landlord. For the
landlord to be negligent in most states, he must fail to meet his
duty to care for the property in a reasonable manner.
The landlord must have knowledge that there was a defect on the
property. What is “reasonably” required varies from state to
state and jury to jury. Below are a few pointers on negligence:
Learn your state’s rules. For example, in Ohio, a landlor d is
not required to shovel the sidewalks in winter. But once he does
shovel them, he must continue to do so. Other states have different rules in where shoveling snow, maintaining exterior lighting,
responsibility for locks, etc., are concerned. Find out what is
required and in which areas landlords tend to stray. The rules
are not necessarily intuitive or rational (e.g., landlords have been
held responsible for dog bites inflicted by residents’ dogs).
Whether or not the landlord knew of a defect is crucial.
For example, if the landlord didn’t know that a resident’s lock
was faulty, the landlord is unlikely to be held negligent if a criminal enters a rental as a result and causes damage. A word of
caution: Residents will lie and claim they told the landlord
about the lock. It is up to the landlord to document repair requests in a credible manner that will stand up in court. “He
said/she said” is not good enough. Many courts hold that a resident need not prove actual knowledge by the landlord with respect to defects in common areas (e.g., broken lights in the parking lot). The courts often hold that a landlord should know
E a s te rn Mic h ig a n R ea l E s ta te In v e s tme n t A ss o c ia tio n
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what’s going on in common areas (also known as
“constructive knowledge”). The landlord should regularly
inspect common areas, accompanied by a credible witness,
and document what was found and what was done about it.
Deceptive & Unfair Business Practices: In gener al, a
transaction has to be very one-sided to be considered legally
“unfair”, but an angry judge or jury can and will nail an
investor or landlord who strikes them as unscrupulous.
Deals and documents should be tilted in a landlord’s favor
whenever possible-but they should not be grossly one-sided.
One example of practices that are bait for accusations of
unfairness: When selling on lease option, some landlords
nullify the option for the smallest of defaults (e.g., you were
a day late on paying).
If the resident/optionee paid a significant amount for the
option or has built significant equity in the underlying property, a hair-trigger default (especially if the resident/optionee was willing to cure the default) is prime meat
for an accusation of “unfair business practices”.
Bottom Line: Know what gets landlor ds sued and pr otect against such issues. The paperwork should combat the
issues with reasonable, straightforward paperwork and that
sets forth rational terms in a clear and concise manner. That
kind of documentation and business practice makes a lawsuit less likely and a victory more likely if a lawsuit does
arise.
3) Carry & Understand Insurance. Insur ance is
not a substitute for entities and entities are not a substitute
for insurance. Carry liability insurance that covers your
business as a whole. Such policies can be negotiated with
knowledgeable insurance agents or brokers. A policy that
has a significant deductible should help keep the cost reasonable—the proper purpose of insurance is to cover large
liabilities, as opposed to covering all liabilities.
Understand what the policy exclude from coverage and focus on those items. For example, if the policy excludes
dog-bite, lead paint and mold issues, your company should
pay extra attention to managing those items. Choose a coverage amount that gives a plaintiff a strong incentive to settle (e.g., at least $1 million). Make sure that all the relevant
persons, entities and trusts are covered by the policy.
Between ethical business practices, strong but straightforward contracts, up-front summaries of a contract’s terms,
a documented chain of evidence and a thorough understanding of what a business’ insurance covers, the odds of avoiding, settling or winning a lawsuit go up significantly. By all
means, use entities-but also work diligently to ensure you
won’t need them for asset protection.
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Abandoned Personal Property
by Lawyers.com
All states have laws that govern the rights of landlords and
tenants, but they aren't all the same. A landlord who finds
abandoned property in a rental unit must follow the rules
of the state to figure out what can legally be done with the
property. Understanding these laws is also helpful for
tenants. In some cases, they may not be able to get the
property back if they later change their mind.
Landlords Must Usually Notify the Tenant
In many states, a landlord must retain a tenant’s abandoned property, at least for a while. Landlords must make
an attempt to provide a former tenant with some notice
before disposing of the property. Some states require that
the landlord mail a letter to the tenant, other states require
that the letter be hand delivered, and some states even allow for the notice to be published in a local newspaper.
A Tenant’s Property Must Be Stored
The amount of time a tenant is given to respond to the
notice also varies in each state, but it’s usually two to three
weeks. During this time, the landlord must keep the property in the unit or move it and put it in storage, even if it’s
at the landlord’s own expense.
A Landlord Can Sell Unclaimed Property
Because it usually costs landlords money to hire someone
to move the property and to rent a storage unit, most states
allow them to reimburse themselves for those expenses by
selling the abandoned property. This can happen only if
the tenant doesn’t respond to the notice within a certain
amount of time. Any money that remains after paying
these costs, however, must be given to the tenant.
Property with Little Value May Be Thrown Away
If a former tenant abandons property of little or no value,
the former landlord can usually throw away anything that
would cost more to move and store than the property is
worth.
In some states the landlord has discretion to pick out
which property can be thrown away. Other states allow it
only if the value is below a threshold amount. This can
create problems for tenants, since some of their personal
property may have sentimental value, but no monetary
value.
A Real Estate Lawyer Can Help
The law surrounding landlord and tenant law is complicated. Plus, the facts of each case are unique. This article
provides a brief, general introduction to the topic. For
more detailed, specific information, please contact a real
estate or a landlord/tenant lawyer.
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Procedures for Collecting Fees on Returned or Bounced Checks
from Michigan Landlord

MICHIGAN LAW PROVIDES A SPECIAL PROCEDURE
FOR COLLECTING BOUNCED CHECKS PLUS SOME PENALTIES AND COSTS.
If you received a rubber check, the law permits you to send the
below notice to the drafter by first class mail.
If the drafter makes good on the check within seven (7) days from
date of mailing, then they have to add a $25.00 fee, payable to
you. If it is made good within thirty (30) days, the fee is $35.00.
If the drafter or maker of the check does neither, then they are
responsible for civil damages of up to twice the amount of the
check, or $100, whichever is greater, plus costs of $250.
Collection action can be started in the small claims court to get to
judgment, including the above fees and costs.
SHOULD I USE DECISION REPORTS OR CREDIT REPORTS TO SCREEN FOR TENANTS?
If you’ve ever struggled with reading a credit report and determining if a prospective tenant is a good risk, the decision report just
might be what you need. Using a decision report can save you
valuable time and ensuring a more accurate screening outcome
and assist in assuring that your screening process is consistent and
compliant with fair housing laws.
One of the main benefits of using a decision report is that all the
work has been done for you. Instead of having to read a credit
report line by line and determining whether or not the specific
item is good or bad, the decision report program evaluates the
credit report for you and determines if the prospective tenant has
passed certain pre-established level of criteria. A decision report
states whether or not the applicant has passed none of all three
different levels of screening: Loose, Moderate or Strict.
Another reason RPOA member’s report they like to use the decision report is they avoid the complications of responding to a
tenant’s frustration about the specifics on their credit report.
Since you don’t have a copy of the credit report, you don’t have to
deal with trying to explain why something is or isn’t on a tenant’s
report.
OTHER REASONS COMMONLY GIVEN FOR CHOOSING
TO USE A DECISION REPORT OVER THE CREDIT REPORT ARE:


Ease of training staff on the tenant screening process.



No annual inspection fees.



No additional equipment expenses, e.g. computer, internet
access, shredder, etc.



No worries about someone stealing your prospective tenants
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report, risking the liability of identity theft.


Less paperwork (a decision report is only one page).



Ease of signing up for the service.

Perhaps one of the best reasons for using the decision report is
maintaining compliance with Fair Housing laws. Using consistent screening procedures is critical in your screening process
to ensure that each applicant is screened using the same criteria. When using credit reports, landlords and property managers will sometimes inadvertently miss something on the report
or they might shift their criteria because “there was only one
bad thing on the report (say a past due utility bill).” The problem comes when your criteria states that you should always
reject a tenant with past due utility bills. If you choose to ignore your standard criteria simply because the rest of a report
is good, you are indiscriminately changing your criteria-a practice that can lead to Fair Housing violations.
One of the downsides to the decision report is that it is only
available during business hours through the RPOA. The credit
report service available at your home office is accessible 24
hours a day, 365 days a year, as long as your internet is working
and the website is having no issues.
POLL: STRONG SUPPORT FOR MINIMUM WAGE HIKE
FROM MICHIGAN NEWS

A recent Google Consumers Survey (GCS) shows that 70
percent of Michigan residents support increasing the state’s
minimum wage above the current $7.40 per hour. Of
course those surveyed, 29 percent backed an increase to $9
per hour, 21 percent said up to $10.20 per hour, 14 percent
said $10 per hour and 7 percent said $9.65 per hour. Thirty-three percent of the respondents said if the issue was on
the November 2014 ballot, it would make them more enthusiastic to go to the polls and vote. The survey was released by Progress Michigan and Oakland County Commissioner Dave Woodward. Woodward has launched a website
to push the Legislature to increase the minimum wage.
Source: Karoub Associates
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